
FRAP 2021 Online Application Process 
Re-Opened to Registered Users 
By  FINSA reporter 28 December 2021 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The fishing rights (FRAP 2021) online application process has 
been re-opened to registered users only from today, 28 
December 2021, until midnight on 28 January 2022. 

This follows a short notice to existing right holders from the Department of 
Forestry, Fisheries and the Environment (DFFE) Deputy Director General, Sue 

Middleton. 

It is directed at applicants in the hake Deepsea trawl, hake longline, KZN prawn 
trawl, small pelagic (sardines and anchovy), south coast rock lobster, squid, 

traditional linefish, tuna pole, and demersal shark sectors. 

She writes, “the reopening of the FRAP online System will allow all registered 
users and current applicants a further opportunity to resubmit fresh 
applications, and/or to supplement their current applications with information 

and/or supporting documentation.” 
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There is no official explanation for the re-opening of the online application 

process. 

In past weeks there have been numerous complaints about the difficulties 
fishing right applicants are having with uploading documentation online, an 

unfamiliar and laborious process for most. 

UPDATE. Change of Mind as New Extension Granted for FRAP 2021 Applications 

Meeting the Deadline. Will FRAP 2021 Deliver What’s Expected – or Not? 

There have also been complaints that the Department’s officials have been 

unable to download some of the applications received. 

The final Socio-Economic Impact Assessment (SEIAS) Report: Final Impact 
Assessment on the General Policy on the Allocation and Management of 
Commercial Fishing Rights (FRAP 2021/2021), and sector specific SEIAS 
reports, were only confirmed by The Presidency between 20 and 22 December 

2021. 

With fishing rights expiring at midnight on 31 December 2121, it is expected 
that there will be an 11th hour extension afforded to right holders who 

currently hold fishing rights in the sectors affected. Assessment on the General 
Policy on the Allocation and Management of Commercial Fishing Rights (FRAP 
2021/2021), and sector specific SEIAS reports, were only confirmed by The 
Presidency between 20 and 22 December 2021.With fishing rights expiring at 

midnight on 31 December 2121, it is expected that there will be an 11th hour 
extension afforded to right holders who currently hold fishing rights in the 

sectors affected. 
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